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Abstract 

 Bimetallic Pd-Au samples supported on silica were prepared by different methods and tested 

for the direct synthesis of hydrogen peroxide under very mild conditions (room temperature and 

atmospheric pressure), outside the explosion range and without addition of halides. Further catalytic 

tests were performed at higher pressure using solvents expanded with CO2. Samples were 

characterized by N2 physisorption, metal content analysis, TPR, HRTEM combined with X-Ray 

EDS probe and DR UV-Vis measurements. The effect of gold addition to Pd in enhancing the yield 

of H2O2 was sensitive to the preparation method: the best catalytic results were obtained introducing 

gold and palladium by incipient wetness co-impregnation. HRTEM and TPR evidenced the 

presence of a PdAuO phase able to guarantee the availability of less energetic sites, which activate 

the oxygen molecule without dissociation. Co-impregnated bimetallic PdAu catalysts on different 

supports were also tested. The productivity follows the trend: PdAuSi ≈ PdAuSZ > PdAuZ >> 

PdAuCe ≈ PdAuSCe. The origin of the differences among samples can be due to an effect of the 

acidity of the support on both morphology and size of the bimetallic phase. HRTEM and DR UV-

Vis spectroscopy revealed bimetallic particles exposing the active less energetic sites on PdAuSi, 

PdAuSZ and PdAuZ, whereas on ceria the presence of more energetic sites that lead to the 

formation of water were disclosed. 
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Introduction 

Hydrogen peroxide is widely accepted as a green oxidant, as it is easy to handle, relatively non-

toxic, and breaks down readily to water in the environment [1]. The overall production was 3.52 Mt 

in 2005 spread over a variety of sectors, among which the fraction going into the production of 

chemicals is about one fifth of the total market, while the vast majority is consumed by unselective 

oxidations like the bleaching of textiles, pulp and paper, and in the treatment of wastewaters before 

they are released into the environment. The continuing replacement of chlorine compounds with 

hydrogen peroxide in the pulp and paper industry and in environmental applications is expected to 

drive the production to 4.67 Mt by 2017 [2]. More recent applications in the chemical industry are 

related to the discovery of TS-1 molecular sieves and their ability to promote large scale selective 

oxidation processes [3]. These and other possible smaller scale applications of hydrogen peroxide 

would greatly benefit from on-site, moderate scale production facilities capable of reducing costs. 

In fact, for hydrogen peroxide to successfully break into new markets the production should become 

less expensive. Presently the anthraquinone route (AO) [2, 4] is almost the only process used 

worldwide, with more than 90% share. This process, although practised on a multi-million ton scale 

annually, suffers from several limitations: 

(i) a significant amount of organic waste due to the over-reduction of anthraquinone; 

(ii) low conversion during the hydrogenation step in order to minimize secondary reactions; 

(iii) difficulties in the complete recovery of the hydrogenation catalyst; 

(iv) the need of several energy consuming separation and concentration steps; 

(v) the use benzene as the solvent; 

(vi) an economic feasibility only on large scale plants. 

The development of a new, more economic process to synthesize H2O2 is considered a key step 

towards the introduction of new selective oxidation processes for sustainable production [2]. The 

direct synthesis of H2O2 from H2 and O2 is a possible way towards small scale plants that may 

potentially half the cost of hydrogen peroxide with respect to the commercial process [5]. The 

environmental impact of the direct route would be lower than in the current commercial route. 

Clearly, the contact between H2 and O2 is a significant safety hazard while operation under 

intrinsically safe conditions is very important for the viability of the process. In addition, another 

major problem associated with the process is the generally low H2O2 selectivity. Hydrogen peroxide 

is unstable with respect to both hydrogenation and radical decomposition, and the most 

thermodynamically favored reaction between hydrogen and oxygen is, by far, water formation, as 

shown in Scheme 1. 

 



 

 

Scheme 1.  

 

Therefore, in spite of several published patents [4-11] and recent literature [12-22], at 

present no process for the direct synthesis of hydrogen peroxide has yet found the way to 

commercialization. Still open challenges are the need to operate under intrinsically safe conditions 

with both an adequate selectivity towards the desired reaction and a hydrogen peroxide productivity 

that could be of practical significance (at least 1–2% solutions).  

In this respect an important role is played by the support and its capacity to impart the 

appropriate metal morphology. 

Many different supports have been investigated for this reaction, but the most common ones 

are silica [23] and charcoal [24]. We have recently performed a comparison among monometallic 

palladium based samples over different supports. In a semibatch reactor under mild conditions 

Pd/SiO2 gives the highest selectivity and productivity [25], while catalysts supported on sulphated 

zirconia and ceria performed better by continuous operation in a trickle bed reactor [26]. On the 

other hand Edwards et al. have found that PdAu carbon–supported catalysts give the highest 

reactivity, while PdAu samples on TiO2 and SiO2 performed better than that on Al2O3 and Fe2O3 

[16] under the same experimental conditions. So far Pd has qualified as the best catalytic material 

[27-29]. However, it is well known that alloying or combining two metals can lead to materials with 

specific chemical properties due to an interplay of “ensemble” and “electronic” effects [30], and 

that a bimetallic surface can exhibit catalytic properties that are very different from those of the 

surfaces of the individual metals. It has also been demonstrated that the combination of Pd with Au 

[31-33], Ir [34], Ag [35], and Pt [31, 35-37] can improve both the productivity and the selectivity of 

the process. As far as gold is concerned, since the pioneering work of Haruta et al. [38], gold 
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nanoparticles supported on metal oxides have been known to be active in some important industrial 

reactions [39-42], the present reaction being not included. We have already demonstrated [33, 43] 

for both plain and sulphated zirconia and ceria supports, that while the monometallic gold catalysts 

are inactive under mild experimental conditions, the addition a 1:1 amount of gold to a 

monometallic Pd sample improves the productivity and especially the selectivity of the process. In 

these samples gold must be in close contact with Pd, as its presence profoundly changes Pd 

dispersion as well as its morphology and charge. However, no evidence for small Au particles was 

ever found, probably because of the preparation conditions. 

In the present work we report the synthesis by different methods of Pd-Au samples 

supported on silica. They have been tested in the direct synthesis of hydrogen peroxide both under 

very mild conditions (1 bar and 20 °C and outside the explosion range) and at higher pressure (10 

bar) using solvents expanded with CO2 in order to further increase productivity and evaluate their 

potential application. Moreover, the catalysts here reported were compared with other bimetallic 

Pd-Au samples supported on zirconia (Z), sulphated zirconia (SZ), ceria (Ce) and sulphated ceria 

(SCe) under identical reaction conditions in order to evaluate the effect of the support on metallic 

dispersion and morphology and the relevant effect on catalytic activity and selectivity. 

 

2. Experimental 

2.1 Materials 

ZrOCl2 (Fluka), (NH4)2Ce(NO3)6 (Sigma Aldrich), (NH4)2SO4 (Merck), were used as received for 

sample synthesis. SiO2 (Akzo) was used as received for catalysts preparation. 

All kinetic tests were performed in anhydrous methanol (SeccoSolv, Merck, [H2O] < 0.005%). 

Commercial standard solutions of Na2S2O3 (Fixanal [0.01], Hydranal-solvent E, and Hydranal-

titrant 2E, all from Riedel-de Haen) were used for iodometric and Karl-Fischer titrations. 

 

2.2. Catalysts preparation 

Commercial silica (Akzo) was used as received for catalysts preparation (Si). 

Zr(OH)4 was prepared by precipitation from ZrOCl2 at pH=10, aged under reflux conditions for 20 

hours [44, 45], washed free from chloride (AgNO3 test) and dried at 110 °C overnight. Part of this 

material was impregnated by incipient wetness method with ammonium sulphate, in amounts 

necessary to yield a nominal anion loading of 8% by weight. Sulphated (SZ) and not sulphated (Z) 

hydroxides were then calcined in flowing air (30 ml/min) at 650 °C for 4 hours.  

Ceria support was synthesized by precipitation from (NH4)2Ce(NO3)6 by urea at 100 °C in aqueous 

solution [46]. The solution was continuously mixed and boiled for 6 h at 100 °C, the precipitate was 



washed twice in boiling deionized water and dried at 110 °C overnight. Part of this material was 

impregnated by an incipient wetness method with (NH4)2SO4 in amounts necessary to yield an 8% 

wt anion loading. Both impregnated (SCe) and not impregnated (Ce) supports were then calcined in 

flowing air (50 ml/min) at 650 °C for 3 hours. 

As summarized in Scheme 2, metals were deposited on the five supports by incipient wetness (IW) 

co-impregnation of H2PdCl4 and HAuCl4 aqueous solutions, followed by calcination at 500 °C in 

flowing air (30 ml/min) for 3 hours.  

 

Scheme 2. Synthetic procedures followed to prepare the catalysts. 

 

Moreover, SiO2 was used as support for preparing other two bimetallic Pd-Au samples by 

consecutive impregnations. The amounts of precursors employed were calculated to yield 

theoretical metal contents of Pd 1.5wt% and Au 1.5wt% in the final catalyst.  

In the former case, the sample (1Pd2AuSi) was prepared depositing firstly Pd and then Au. In 

particular, Pd was deposited on the support by incipient wetness impregnation of a H2PdCl4 

aqueous solution, then the material was dried at 110 °C overnight and calcined at 500 °C in flowing 

air (30 ml/min) for 3 hours. In a second step, Au was introduced by impregnation of a HAuCl4 

aqueous solution. The sample obtained was then washed with NH4Cl (0.25 M) [47], washed with 

distilled water, dried and calcined at 500 °C in flowing air (30 ml/min) for 3 hours.  

The latter catalyst (1Au2PdSi) was prepared according to the previous procedure, but inverting the 

deposition order: first gold, then palladium by IW method. The sample was finally calcined under 

the same conditions reported above. 
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2.3. Characterization methods 

Surface areas and pore size distributions were obtained from N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms at 

-196 °C (using a Micromeritics ASAP 2000 analyser). Calcined samples (300 mg) were pre-treated 

at 300 °C for 2 hours under vacuum. The surface area was calculated from the N2 adsorption 

isotherm by the BET equation, and the pore size distribution was determined by the BJH (Barrett-

Joyner-Halenda) method [48]. The total pore volume was taken at p/p0 = 0.99. 

The actual metal loadings were determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy after microwave 

breakdown of the samples (100 mg). 

The amount of sulphate was determined by ion exchange chromatography (IEC) after dissolution of 

the materials [49]. All sulphate concentrations were calculated as the average of two independent 

sample analyses, and each analysis included two chromatographic determinations. 

Temperature programmed reduction (TPR) experiments were carried out in a lab-made equipment: 

samples (100 mg) were heated with a 10 °C/min ramp from 25 °C to 1000 °C in a 5% H2/Ar 

reducing mixture (40 mL/min STP). 

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) analysis was performed by means of a 

JEOL JEM 3010-UHR microscope operating at 300 kV, equipped with a (2k × 2k)-pixel Gatan 

US1000 CCD camera and with an OXFORD INCA EDS instrument for atomic recognition via 

energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). The powdered samples were deposited on a copper grid 

covered with a lacey carbon film. A statistically representative number of particles was counted in 

order to obtain the Pd particle size distribution. 

Diffuse reflectance UV–Vis-NIR (DR UV-Vis-NIR) spectra measurements were performed at room 

temperature on a Varian Cary 5000 spectrophotometer, working in the 190-2500 nm wavelength 

range. DR UV–Vis-NIR spectra are reported in the Kubelka-Munk function [f(R∞)=(1−R∞)2/2R∞; 

R∞=reflectance of an “infinitely thick” layer of the sample. The powders were hand milled in a 

agate mortar and placed in a cell with a quartz window, allowing to run the spectra in air. 

 

2.4. Catalytic tests 

 Some catalytic tests were carried out at atmospheric pressure in a 20°C thermostatted glass 

reactor according to a previously described procedure [33, 43]. Mixing was carried out with a 

Teflon®-made rotor operating at 1000 rpm. Oxygen and hydrogen were bubbled by a gas diffuser 

directly into the liquid phase with a total flow of 50 ml/min in continuous. A gas mixture with the 

following composition was used: H2:O2 4:96 (non-explosive and lower limit for non-flammable 

mixture) [50]. 



The reaction medium was 100 ml of a 0.03 M H2SO4 methanolic solution and was pre-saturated 

with the gas mixture before catalyst (135 mg) introduction. Samples were pre-treated in situ first by 

H2 (15 min - 30ml/min) and then by O2 (15 min - 30 ml/min) flow (surface oxidation). During 

catalytic tests small aliquots of the liquid phase were sampled through a septum and used for water 

and hydrogen peroxide determination. Preliminary experiments showed that the system works in a 

strictly kinetic regime. H2O2 concentration was measured by iodometric titration, whereas water 

was determined by volumetric Karl–Fischer method. The water content in the reaction medium 

before catalyst addition was determined prior to each catalytic experiment. H2O2 selectivity at time t 

was calculated as follows: 

 

 

 

 High pressure catalytic tests were performed at 20°C using an autoclave with a nominal 

volume of 250 ml. The reaction medium was 100 ml of a 0.03 M H2SO4 methanolic solution. The 

water content in the reaction medium was determined prior to each catalytic experiment before 

catalyst (50 mg) introduction. Typically, the autoclave was loaded, purged three times with CO2 (10 

bar) and then filled with the reactants to give a total pressure of 10 bar. A gas mixture with the 

following composition was used: H2 : O2 : CO2 = 3.6 : 7.2 : 89.2 (non-explosive and non-flammable 

mixture) [50]. Mixing was carried out with a Teflon®-made rotor operating at 1200 rpm. 

Experiments were carried out for 30 min. Water and hydrogen peroxide determination were 

measured as previously reported after each catalytic test. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. PdAu bimetallic samples supported on silica 

Commercial silica was used as support for preparing the three bimetallic Pd-Au samples by 

different procedures (Scheme 2). Pd and Au amounts on the final samples are reported in Table 1.  

Interestingly, the gold amount is significantly lower than the theoretical one in the two 

catalysts prepared by consecutive impregnation. During the synthetic procedure washing with 

NH4Cl was adopted after the impregnation step to stabilize small Au particles [47], a procedure 

whose efficacy was later found to be strongly pH dependent [51]. Similarly, the Pd amount on 

1Pd2AuSi is the lowest, despite intermediate calcination, due to subsequent gold impregnation and 

washing. 
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The effect of the different preparation methods on the reaction was investigated. The 

catalytic tests were carried out in methanol, because this solvent has many advantages: (i) it helps 

H2 solubility while avoiding the formation of peroxides, at variance with higher alcohols [41]; (ii) 

the use of methanol as a solvent allows water titration and therefore the determination of the process 

selectivity; (iii) most oxidation reactions involving H2O2 are carried out in organic solvents, often in 

methanol, thus the synthesis in this solvent could be an advantage avoiding separation and 

concentration costs. 

Some catalytic tests were carried out at room temperature, atmospheric pressure, outside the 

explosion range, without halide addition, after a mild activation in oxygen, a process giving rise to 

Pd particle surface oxidation [33]. This pre-treatment is as follows: samples are reduced in situ by 

passing a pure hydrogen flow into the reaction medium, leading to a completely reduced catalyst. 

Then, pure oxygen is fed. Excess oxygen is then removed by passing pure nitrogen. The undiluted 

hydrogen/oxygen mixture used for the catalytic tests allows to maintain the sample surface oxidized 

[33], a condition that has proved advantageous for catalytic activity and selectivity. Moreover, we 

have performed catalytic tests in a 0.03 M H2SO4 methanolic solution. In fact, it’s known that the 

use of acidic solutions (e.g., H2SO4 or HCl) promote the peroxide formation and stabilization [2], 

since in neutral solution H2O2 can easily decompose. We decided to use H2SO4 because chlorine 

ions could create problems of corrosion, of possible formation of dangerous Cl2, of Pd leaching by 

complex formation with Cl
-
. 

The H2O2 concentration together with the selectivity trends for the different samples is 

shown in Figure 1, while both productivity and selectivity after 5 hours are reported in Table 1. 

Since all catalysts are bimetallic, the reported productivity was calculated with respect to the 

catalysts amount. The best catalytic results were obtained using the PdAuSi sample, indicating that 

the effect of gold addition to Pd in enhancing the yield of H2O2 is sensitive to the preparation 

method and the consequent Au amount. Such catalyst shows a linear increase in hydrogen peroxide 

formation with time and the highest and constant selectivity during 5 hours of reaction. In 

particular, PdAuSi allows achieving, already at atmospheric pressure, a H2O2 concentration over 

100 mM and a H2O2 selectivity of 55%. A completely different behaviour was found for the two 

samples prepared by consecutive impregnations. The 1Pd2AuSi catalyst shows a linear profile in 

H2O2 concentration only for the first 2 hours of reaction, and then both productivity and selectivity 

slow down. This means that, beyond this point, H2O2 decomposition starts prevailing over H2O2 

formation. The difference with respect to the PdAuSi sample is remarkable, since the H2O2 

concentration is 60 mM instead of 100 mM under the same conditions. The H2O2 concentration 

profile for 1Au2PdSi catalyst is linear and even higher than that of PdAuSi. However, the 



selectivity trend shows also a linear decrease and the value declines from 50 to 39 % for this 

sample. In this case the catalyst is very active for both H2O2 and H2O formation. 

These data confirm that the overall activity is mainly related to the amount of Pd present on 

the catalyst while Au amount is unimportant but at the same time they suggest that the preparation 

method plays an important role on selectivity. 

Catalytic tests at higher pressures, still working outside the explosive region, at room 

temperature and without halide addition, have been also carried out for the two best catalysts 

(PdAuSi and 1Au2PdSi). CO2 was used as a diluent inert gas because the explosive region for 

H2/O2 mixtures in CO2 is much narrower than in other inert gases [41] and its acidity could help 

avoid hydrogen peroxide decomposition. Besides carbon dioxide is naturally abundant, relatively 

non-toxic and non-flammable [41, 52]. 

As reported in Figure 2, the productivity at 10 bar is much higher than at 1 bar by a higher 

than 10 times factor. This is true for all the prepared bimetallic samples and it is a confirmation of 

previous results obtained on different Pd based catalysts [53]. Moreover, the selectivity is only 

slightly lower than for the catalytic tests performed at 1 bar (Figure 2), even if the selectivity of the 

PdAuSi decreases to a less extend than 1Au2PdSi. Again, the PdAuSi catalyst is the best 

performing one under these reaction conditions, producing 12000 mmolH2O2/gMeh with a selectivity 

of 53%. 

These results confirm that the catalytic performance is strongly dependent on the preparation 

method, which can induce different Pd-Au interactions and/or metal particle morphologies. 

Therefore, the samples were analyzed by TPR analyses in order to investigate the metal oxidation 

state in relation with the synthesis conditions and to identify possible interactions between 

palladium and gold. Figure 3 shows the TPR profiles for the PdAu bimetallic catalysts supported on 

silica.  

All catalysts show a negative peak at about 70 °C, due to hydrogen evolution (mass 

spectrometry evidence) from -hydride decomposition [54, 55], indicating the presence of Pd (II) 

species, already reducible at room temperature. In addition, a supplementary peak centered at about 

150 °C is observed in the TPR pattern of the PdAuSi sample. This feature is not present in the TPR 

profiles of 1Pd2AuSi and 1Au2PdSi catalysts and it is related to the reduction of a PdAuO oxide-

like phase [53]. This means that the samples prepared by consecutive impregnations contain only 

room temperature reducible PdO species. On the contrary, the PdAuSi sample shows both the Pd 

hydride decomposition peak, meaning that there is a palladium phase able to absorb hydrogen at 

ambient temperature, and a reduction peak at 150 °C, indicating the presence of a PdAuO. Such 

positive reduction peak is an indication of the enhanced stability of the oxidic phase for this catalyst 



[53]. As will be discussed in Scheme 3, such enhanced stability of the oxidic phase is responsible 

for the higher catalytic performances. On the contrary, the presence of only reduced Pd particles can 

be related to the low selectivity of the 1Pd2AuSi and 1Au2PdSi catalysts. 

HRTEM measurements combined with EDS analysis were performed on the PdAuSi 

catalyst to get more information on the composition and morphology of the supported metallic 

phase. Particles agglomerates with indented profile and with sizes 35-70 nm as well as a few small 

Pd particles with size around 2 nm have been observed (see section a of Figure 4). These aggregated 

particles are made by Pd, as confirmed by the EDS analysis reported in the Figure. Moreover, by 

doing the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) of the image (inset), the 101 and 100 faces of tetragonal 

PdO [54] have been recognized, indicating the presence of PdO particles aggregates that, once 

reduced at room temperature, cause the negative TPR peak around 70 °C. At the same time, a large 

amount of big particles with size ranging from 30 nm up to 50 nm, roundly shaped and 

homogeneous in terms of phase contrast have been recognized. In this case, EDS reveals the 

presence of both Au and Pd in the composition, indicating that these species can be alloy particles, 

giving rise to the peak at 150 °C in the TPR profile of PdAuSi. A typical alloy particle with the 

respective EDS spectrum is shown in section b of Figure 4. Similar alloy particles were previously 

observed by HRTEM and XRD measurements on bimetallic catalysts supported on zirconia and 

prepared according to the same procedure [53].Finally, some very large gold particles with size in 

the 100-300 nm range have been also observed. To get more insight into the chemical composition 

of the bimetallic phase, the alloy Au/Pd ratio was calculated from the % Au and Pd amounts 

obtained by EDS analysis. We found that the Au/Pd ratio ranges between 0.04 and 0.09, indicating 

that the composition of the alloy particles is much richer in Pd.  

We already proposed a possible reaction pathway for the formation of hydrogen peroxide on 

monometallic Pd catalysts [56]. Accordingly, oxygen can chemisorb with or without dissociation 

depending on the chemisorption sites that can be more or less energetic. In this context, the co-

presence of gold can modify the Pd active sites by rendering them less energetic, i.e. able to 

chemisorb the oxygen molecule without dissociation, a necessary condition to give the desired H2O2 

product. Our previous FTIR results on differently prepared Pd-Au/ZrO2 catalysts evidenced that the 

active palladium sites are more easily oxidized as a consequence of the presence of a PdAu phase 

[51]. On the contrary, in the presence of more energetic Pd sites (defects, edges, corners, etc.) O2 

chemisorbs and dissociates leading to the formation of water. As an alternative view, the presence 

of gold could make dissociatively chemisorbed oxygen atoms strongly bound to Pd (as indicated by 

the TPR band at 170°C) reducing its capacity to produce water, thereby indirectly increasing 

hydrogen peroxide selectivity. 



The morphological properties of PdAuSi (the most selective catalyst) seem to fulfill the need 

of less energetic sites, for good selectivity. In fact, oxidized PdAuO less energetic sites exposed at 

the surface of the alloy particles observed on this sample are able to produce hydrogen peroxide by 

activating O2 without dissociating it, as represented in Scheme 3. Therefore, the presence of 

reduced Pd particles (not containing PdAuO sites) can explain the low selectivity of the 1Pd2AuSi 

and 1Au2PdSi catalysts, according to Scheme 3.  

 

 

Scheme 3. Nature of the Pd and Au active sites on the different bimetallic catalysts. 

 

These findings pointed out that the choice of the preparation method, i.e. IW co-impregnation 

rather than IW consecutive impregnations, is crucial for determining the morphology of the metallic 

active phase which strongly affects the catalytic performance in terms of both conversion and 

selectivity. 

 

3.2 Co-impregnated PdAu catalysts on different supports 

In order to evaluate how the nature of the support influences the catalytic activity, a comparison 

among bimetallic samples prepared by the same synthetic route (simultaneous co-impregnation with 

palladium and gold aqueous solutions) on different oxides has been performed. 

Since H2O2 is more stable under acidic conditions, an acidic support may prove useful, in 

principle, for the direct synthesis of H2O2. In this respect silica, with its moderate acidic properties, 

is a suitable choice. Other advantages of silica are non-toxicity, good availability and low cost. 

Similarly, the intrinsic chemical and physical characteristics, that can be adjusted by choosing 

different precursors and synthesis conditions, render zirconia a promising support. Finally, ceria is 

characterized by a high oxygen storage capacity and reducibility and these properties may be 

exploited in a reaction in which oxygen activation plays a fundamental role. 
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It is known [57] that the surface acidity/basicity of zirconia can be controlled by addition of 

different dopants, SO4
2-

 being the most investigated one. We have therefore investigated sulphated 

zirconia and sulphated ceria as supports for the PdAu bimetallic samples.  

A comparison of the catalytic behaviours is shown in Figure 5, while the corresponding data 

are reported in Table 2. All catalysts show a constant H2O2 formation as well as constant selectivity 

over the whole duration of the test (360 min). The productivity after 5 hours follows the order: 

PdAuSi ≈ PdAuSZ > PdAuZ >> PdAuCe ≈ PdAuSCe. The PdAuSZ sample shows the highest 

selectivity (constant at 61%) and the following selectivity trend was observed: PdAuSZ > PdAuSi > 

PdAuSCe
 
≈ PdAuCe ≈ PdAuZ.  

The data indicate that the acidity of the support is indeed an important practical issue as both 

conversion and selectivity increase. Moreover, the sulphating procedure has a promotion effect on 

the catalytic performance when applied to zirconia, while it is unimportant when applied to ceria. 

We have already demonstrated [33] that sulphated zirconia is an excellent support for this reaction 

with monometallic Pd-based catalysts, performing better than plain zirconia. 

Catalytic tests at higher pressures, still working outside the explosive region, at room 

temperature with CO2 as a diluent inert gas and without halide addition, have been also carried out 

with the best performing samples. As reported in Figure 7, the productivity at 10 bar is much higher 

than at 1 bar for all examined catalysts by a factor even higher than 10 times. This is true for all 

PdAu samples prepared and it is a confirmation of our previous results obtained on different Pd 

based catalysts [58]. Moreover, the selectivity is similar for the three samples when working at 10 

bar. 

In the present work the ZrO2 and CeO2 supports were impregnated before calcination with 

sulphate amounts necessary to yield 8% wt anion loading. In calcined (650 °C) sulphated zirconia 

samples the final amount of sulphates is about 4% wt, a typical value for these catalysts [59] while 

for ceria supported samples, the values are higher, about 7% wt. Palladium and gold amounts are 

reported in Table 2. N2 physisorption analysis has been carried out in order to determine the surface 

area and pore size distribution of the samples. In this investigation, the choice of a mesoporous 

material as support is very important, since the presence of micropores could cause mass transfer 

problems, while a low surface area would not allow a good dispersion of the Pd and Au active 

phases. The N2 physisorption isotherms for the five samples are shown in Figure 6, together with 

their BJH (Barrett-Joyner-Halenda) pore size distributions (see insert). A type IV isotherm with 

hysteresis loop typical of mesoporous materials is observed for all the catalysts. The sample 

supported on silica shows a surface area of 330 m
2
/g and a mean pore diameter of about 9 nm. 



Surface area of the PdAuSZ sample is about 142 m
2
/g and the mean pore size around 9.8 nm, 

similarly to previous works [59]. 

As to the PdAuZ sample, a relatively low surface area (60 m
2
/g) and a mean pore size around 

20 nm can be calculated, in agreement with previous works for zirconia catalysts prepared by this 

method [33]. Also ceria samples display type IV isotherms with hysteresis loops typical of 

mesoporous materials. However, in ceria samples sulphates do not prevent structure collapse and 

pore wall thickening. At variance with zirconia, the sulphated material has a very low surface area 

(30 m
2
/g), even lower than the plain ceria support (50 m

2
/g). No correlation between 

conversion/selectivity and specific surface area (SSA) has been found. Therefore, similarly to the 

silica supported samples reported above, the differences in the catalytic performance may be 

explained by looking at the morphology of co-impregnated Pd and Au phases. HRTEM 

measurements were carried out on the catalysts supported on zirconia, sulphated zirconia and 

sulphated ceria. The main findings of this characterisation are shown in Figure 8, where the 

HRTEM representative images of the three samples are compared. Here we focus on the metallic 

phase, however for a more comprehensive description of the results see also references [33] and 

[53].  

The PdAuZ sample exhibits small Pd particles of 2 nm size (see inset) and a large amount of 

roundish big particles with size in the 100-300 nm interval (section a of Figure 8). The EDS 

analysis confirmed that the composition of the latter species is bimetallic and the Au/Pd ratio varies 

between about 3 and 7, indicating that the alloy particles are richer in Au. The presence of very 

large particles containing mainly Au can be explained by considering that the co-impregnation 

procedure followed during the preparation of the sample is not a suitable method to obtain highly 

dispersed Au nanoparticles. As to PdAuSZ, small Pd particles with size around 3 nm (shown in the 

inset) have been observed as well as many large particles (section b of Figure 8). The sulphated 

ceria-supported catalyst revealed only very small metallic particles with average diameter of 1.5 nm 

[33] while no separate large metallic particles have been detected in this case. 

DR UV-Vis-NIR measurements were undertaken to fully understand the nature of the Pd-Au 

phase, the spectra of the as prepared samples are reported in Figure 9. All spectra of the as prepared 

bimetallic samples show an exponentially increasing absorbance towards higher energy, that can be 

a consequence of the occurrence of interband transitions related to the PdAu particles formation 

[60]. HRTEM analyses evidenced a very heterogeneous metal dispersion on PdAuZ, PdAuSZ and 

PdAuSi. In particular, due to the preparation method, small monometallic Pd particles as well as 

very big bimetallic alloy particles, whose composition depends on the nature of the support, have 

also been observed. No UV-Vis plasmonic absorption band of gold was detected, confirming that 



there is no separate formation of pure Au nanoparticles or, alternatively, only big gold agglomerates 

without small nanoparticles, able to give the plasmonic band, are available on the PdAu samples 

supported on silica, zirconia and sulphated zirconia. However, an absorption band at about 460 nm 

due to the Pd
2+

 d-d transition [61] is well evident in the case of PdAuZ, indicating that small PdO 

nanoparticles are present on this sample (see the inset of Figure 8b). On the contrary, on the other 

samples, the Pd
2+

 d-d transition is covered by a large absorption. A separate comment is needed for 

the PdAuSCe catalyst, where only small nanoparticles have been detected (Section c of Figure 8). 

The monotonous absorption is observed also in this case, suggesting a bimetallic nature of all 

observed nanoparticles with no separate formation of pure Au nanoparticles. 

The HRTEM characterisation as well as the results coming from DR UV-Vis-NIR spectra 

suggest that, although the preparation method is the same, the morphology of the bimetallic phase is 

strongly related to the nature of the support. It could be hypothesized that acid properties play a role 

in determining the final morphology of the bimetallic PdAu catalysts. Pd nanoparticles together 

with large alloy particles are present on silica and on sulphated and pure zirconia. These bimetallic 

particles are richer in Pd when supported on silica and richer in Au in the case of both zirconia 

catalysts, although this does not appear to influence significantly the catalytic behaviour. On these 

samples, the PdAuO phase guarantees the presence of less energetic sites, able to activate oxygen 

without dissociation, hence obtaining good selectivity. On the contrary, only small alloy particles 

have been observed on sulphated ceria, i.e. the most basic support. These small bimetallic 

nanoparticles are expected to expose mainly edges and corners, therefore resulting in the presence 

of more energetic sites that lead to the formation of water. Hutchings and coworkers recently 

reported a marked synergistic effect between Au and Pd in H2O2 formation over bimetallic catalysts 

supported on carbon, TiO2, Al2O3 and Fe2O3 whereas CeO2-based catalyst show no synergy 

between Au and Pd [62], in agreement with our findings. Similarly to the indications of the present 

work these authors suggested that the origin of this undesired effect was most likely due to lack of 

alloy formation under the reaction conditions used. Once again these results emphasize the 

fundamental role of the support and (as demonstrated in the present work) of the preparation 

method in determining the right particle morphology and the appropriate electron density on Pd 

necessary to maximize H2O2 selectivity. 

 

4. Conclusions 

Bimetallic Pd-Au catalyst supported on silica were prepared by IW co-impregnation and 

consecutive IW impregnations. It has been found that the effect of gold addition to Pd in enhancing 

the yield of H2O2 is sensitive to the preparation method. In particular, the best catalytic results in 



terms of both productivity and selectivity were obtained using the co-impregnated PdAuSi sample, 

according to the trend: PdAuSi > 1Au2PdSi > 1Pd2AuSi. The HRTEM and TPR findings put in 

evidence that the choice of the preparation method, i.e. IW co-impregnation rather than IW 

consecutive impregnations, is crucial for determining the morphology of the metallic active phase 

which strongly affects the catalytic performances in terms of both conversion and selectivity. The 

presence of a PdAuO phase able to guarantee the availability of less energetic sites necessary to 

activate the oxygen molecule without dissociating it, can explain the catalytic performance of 

PdAuSi. 

In addition, the PdAu catalysts prepared by IW co-impregnation on different supports have 

been compared in the direct synthesis of hydrogen peroxide. The productivity follows the trend: 

PdAuSi ≈ PdAuSZ > PdAuZ >> PdAuCe ≈ PdAuSCe. The presence of PdAu alloy particles has 

been observed on the samples and the characterization results indicate that there is an effect of the 

acidity of the support on both morphology and size of the bimetallic phase. In particular, the more 

acidic is the support, the larger is the size. However, basing on HRTEM and DR UV-Vis-NIR 

spectroscopy, only PdAuSi, PdAuSZ and PdAuZ contain bimetallic particles exposing the active 

less energetic sites. In contrast, the small bimetallic nanoparticles observed on ceria expose only 

more energetic sites that lead to the formation of water. 
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Tables and figures captions: 

Table 1. Metal loading of bimetallic catalysts on silica and their catalytic results at atmospheric 

pressure. 

Table 2. Characterizations of bimetallic catalysts on different supports and their catalytic results at 

atmospheric pressure. 

 

Figure 1. H2O2 production and selectivity at atmospheric pressure with PdAuSi (●), 1Pd2AuSi 

(▲), 1Au2PdSi (□). 

Figure 2. Comparison between H2O2 productivity and selectivity (after 30 min of reaction) for 

H2O2 direct synthesis performed at 1 bar and 10 bar. 

Figure 3. TPR analyses of bimetallic catalysts supported on silica. 

Figure 4. HRTEM representative images with EDS analyses of PdAuSi: a Pd particles agglomerate 

and relative EDS spectrum (section a), FFT of the image (inset) and an alloy particle and respective 

EDS spectrum (section b). Instrumental magnification: 300000X and 400000X, respectively. 

Figure 5. H2O2 production and selectivity at atmospheric pressure with PdAuSi (●), PdAuZ (▼), 

PdAuSZ (○), PdAuCe (■), PdAuSCe (□). 

Figure 6. N2 physisorption isotherms of catalysts and (inset) their BJH pore size distributions. 

PdAuSi (●), PdAuZ (▼), PdAuSZ (○), PdAuCe (■), PdAuSCe (□). 

Figure 7. Comparison of catalytic results (after 30 minutes) at different pressure.  

Figure 8. HRTEM images of PdAuZ (section a), PdAuSZ (section b) and PdAuSCe (section c). 

Instrumental magnification: 100000X and 500000X (section a); 100000X and 300000X (section b) 

and 500000X (section c), respectively. 

Figure 9. DRUV-Vis spectra of as prepared PdAuZ (blue curve), PdAuSZ (green curve), PdAuSi 

(red curve) and PdAuCe (magenta curve). 

  



Table 1. Metal loading of bimetallic catalysts on silica and their catalytic results at atmospheric 

pressure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Characterizations of bimetallic catalysts on different supports and their catalytic 

results at atmospheric pressure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

sample %Pd 

 

(wt%) 

%Au 

 

(wt%) 

Productivity 

after 5 h 

(mmolH2O2/gcath) 

Selectivity 

after 5 h 

(%) 

     

PdAuSi 1.7 1.5 13.6 55 

1Pd2AuSi 1.1 0.1 8.9 

 

33 

1Au2PdSi 1.7 0.1 14.1 39 

sample Surface 

area  

(±1 m
2
/g) 

(m
2
/g) 

Pd found 

 

(wt%) 

Au found 

 

(wt%) 

Productivity 

after 5 h 

(mmolH2O2/gcath) 

Selectivity 

after 5 h 

(%) 

      

PdAuSi 331 1.7 1.5 13.6 55 

PdAuZ 61 1.2 0.9 12.2 40 

PdAuSZ 130 1.2 0.9 13.6 61 

PdAuCe 53 1.3 1.1 7.2 42 

PdAuSCe 30 1.0 1.1 7.1 44 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. H2O2 production and selectivity at atmospheric pressure with PdAuSi (●), 1Pd2AuSi 

(▲), 1Au2PdSi (□). 
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Figure 2. Comparison between H2O2 productivity and selectivity (after 30 min of reaction) for 

H2O2 direct synthesis performed at 1 bar and 10 bar. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. TPR analyses of bimetallic catalysts supported on silica.  



 

 

 

Figure 4. HRTEM representative images with EDS analyses of PdAuSi: a Pd particles agglomerate 

and relative EDS spectrum (section a), FFT of the image (inset) and an alloy particle and respective 

EDS spectrum (section b). Instrumental magnification: 300000X and 400000X, respectively. 
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Figure 5. H2O2 production and selectivity at atmospheric pressure with PdAuSi (●), PdAuZ (▼), 

PdAuSZ (○), PdAuCe (■), PdAuSCe (□). 
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Figure 6. N2 physisorption isotherms of catalysts and (inset) their BJH pore size distributions. 

PdAuSi (●), PdAuZ (▼), PdAuSZ (○), PdAuCe (■), PdAuSCe (□). 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Comparison of catalytic results (after 30 minutes) at different pressure.  
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Figure 8. HRTEM images of PdAuZ (section a), PdAuSZ (section b) and PdAuSCe (section c). 

Instrumental magnification: 100000X and 500000X (section a); 100000X and 300000X (section b) 

and 500000X (section c), respectively. 
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Figure 9. DRUV-Vis spectra of as prepared PdAuZ (blue curve), PdAuSZ (green curve), PdAuSi 

(red curve) and PdAuCe (magenta curve). 
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